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Abstract

Objectives: To compare frozen-section results with definitive histopathological results of ovarian tumours
diagnosed intra operatively at the Zonguldak Maternity Hospital, Zonguldak, Turkey.
Methods: The definitive histopathological results of 278 patients who underwent surgery between January 2002
and December 2008 for ovarian masses and on whom frozen sectioning was performed were evaluated
retrospectively. After exclusion of 12 patients for whom a definitive result could not be obtained from frozen
sections, the results of 266 patients' frozen sections were compared with those from permanent sections.
Results: Data of 266 patients was analyzed. The results of frozen sections were 235 (88.3%) benign, 11 (4.2%)
borderline and 20 (7.5%) malignant. The sensitivity was 100% for the benign tumours, 77.8% for the borderline
tumours and 71.4% for the malignant tumours. The specificity of frozen section was 83.8%, 98.4% and 100% for
the benign, borderline and malignant tumours, respectively.
Conclusions: Frozen sections have adequate sensitivity and specificity at the Zonguldak Maternity Hospital,
Turkey, and can be safely used to guide the intraoperative management of ovarian masses. False-positive and
-negative ratios are low.
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Introduction

Discrimination of benign and malignant tumours
during surgery in gynaecologic patients with adnexal masses
is important for the management of the patient.1,2 Intraoperative frozen-section analysis gives information about the
characteristics of masses.3-5 The results of the frozen
examination determine the course of surgery.6-8 When
malignant frozen-section results are obtained, the surgical
field widens and staging is performed; this may involve total
abdominal hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy,
pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy, omentectomy,
appendectomy, or multiple peritoneal biopsies.9 Benign or
borderline frozen-section results limit the surgery to
oophorectomy or cystectomy. Particularly for young patients,
the diagnostic accuracy of frozen-section results is critical for
fertility-conserving surgeries.10,11 The consequences of
overdiagnosis may include unnecessary surgical intervention
and increased morbidity and mortality. Alternatively,
underdiagnosis is associated with secondary operations and
tumoural spread.12 This study aimed to evaluate the
diagnostic concordance between the results of frozen section
and those of paraffin block.

Materials and Methods

In this study, we retrospectively evaluated the
definitive histopathological results of 278 patients who
underwent surgery between January 2002 and December
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2008 at Zonguldak Karaelmas University, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology for
ovarian masses and on whom frozen section was performed.
Twelve patients (4.3%) for whom a definitive result was not
obtained from frozen sections were excluded from the study,
and the remaining 266 patients' results were analysed. Each
specimen collected from the operation site was transferred to
the pathology unit with the patient's clinical details as soon as
possible. The size and the presence of surface irregularities
and vegetations were then macroscopically evaluated. Two to
five samples taken from suspicious areas were frozen, cut
into 5-µm sections, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin.
Both frozen and paraffin sections were examined by expert
pathologists. The results were classified into three groups:
benign, malignant, and borderline. Then, the results of frozen
sections and paraffin blocks were compared. False-positive
(malignant or borderline frozen result, but benign paraffinblock result) and false-negative (benign frozen result, but
malignant or borderline paraffin-block result) results were
examined. Cases with borderline frozen results and malignant
paraffin-block results or with malignant frozen results and
borderline paraffin-block results were also evaluated.
Descriptive statistics were employed.
Statistical analyses were carried out by SPSS for
Windows 11.0 (SPSS Inc; Chicago, III). Sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive values, and negative predictive
values, of each group (benign, borderline and malignant)
were assessed.
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Results

In this study, frozen-section examinations of tumours
from 266 patients were retrospectively reviewed. The mean
age of the patients whose frozen sections were examined was
42.5 ± 13.5 years. The results of definitive histopathological
diagnosis of all tumours are presented in Table-1.
Among the frozen-section results, 235 (88.3%) were
benign, 11 (4.2%) were borderline, and 20 (7.5%) were
malignant (Table 2). Of the definitive paraffin block results,
229 (86%) were benign, nine (3.4%) were borderline, and 28
(10.5%) were malignant (Table-2). In 256 of the 266 frozen
sections, frozen-section results gave the same diagnosis as
did results of the paraffin blocks. In 10 cases, the results were
discordant. The accuracy rate was determined to be 96.2%.

There were two cases with benign frozen but
borderline paraffin-block results; four cases had benign frozen
but malignant paraffin-block results; and four cases showed
Table-1: The distribution of definitive histopathological
diagnosis of all ovarian tumors.
Histopathological diagnosis
Benign

Borderline
Malignant

Functional cyst
Mature cystic teratoma
Mucinous cystadenoma
Serous cystadenoma
Endometrioma
Fibrothecoma
Serous cystadenofibroma
Benign Brenner tumour
Epithelial Ovarian Tumour
Germ Cell Tumour
Other

n

%

229
117
22
24
18
35
7
5
1
9
28
16
10
2

100
51.1
9.6
10.5
7.9
15.3
3.1
2.1
0.4
100
100
57.1
35.7
7.2

Table-2: The results of frozen and paraffin sections in various
categories of ovarian neoplasms (n=266).
Frozen Diagnosis
Benign (n=235)
Borderline (n=11)
Malignant (n=20)
Total (n=266)

Final Diagnosis (Paraffin)
Benign
Borderline
Malignant
229
0
0
229

2
7
0
9

4
4
20
28

Table-3: Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of frozen sections (%).

Sensitivity
Specificity
PPV
NPV

Benign

Borderline

Malignant

100
83.8
97.4
100

77.8
98.4
63.6
99.2

71.4
100
100
96.7

PPV, Positive predictive value; NPV, Negative predictive value.
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borderline frozen but malignant paraffin-block results.

Table-3 shows the test performance (sensitivity, and
specificity, and positive and negative predictive values). The
sensitivity was 71.4% (20/28) for malignant tumours, 77.8%
(7/9) for borderline tumours, and 100% (229/229) for benign
tumours. The specificity was 100%, 98.4%, and 83.8% for
malignant, borderline, and benign lesions, respectively. The
false-positive rate was 0%, false-negative rate was 3.8%
(10/266), and concordant report rate was 96.2% (256/266).

The pathology result was higher than the frozensection result in 3.8% (10/266) cases and lower in 0%.

Discussion

The frozen-section procedure is a widely used
diagnostic test because of the insufficiency of pre-operative
diagnostic tools such as imaging and tumour markers. Frozensection examination determines the type and extent of the
surgery that will be performed, primarily for ovarian tumours,
and therefore directly impacts the morbidity of the patient.
The overall accuracy (total concordance between frozen and
final diagnosis divided by the total patient number) of frozen
section at the diagnosis of ovarian tumours has been reported
between 86 and 97% in different studies.6,8,13-15 In the present
study, the accuracy rate was 96.2%.
In our study, the false-positive rate was 0%. In the
literature, the false-positive rate is lower than the false-negative
rate; reported false-positives rates range from 2.2 to 10.7%, and
false-negative rates, from 5.4 to 29.3%.16,17 Sensitivity rates
reported in the literature are 98 to 99% for benign and 88.7%
for malignant tumoural lesions.16-18 In a meta-analysis of 18
studies, Geomini et al. found that sensitivity ranged from 65 to
97% for benign and from 71% to 100% for malignant lesions,
and specificity ranged from 97 to 100% for benign and from
98.3 to 100% for malignant lesions.6 Results from the present
study were similar to those of this meta-analysis, except that
we found a lower specificity for benign tumours (83.8%).

The definitive histopathological result of benign
frozen section diagnosis as borderline and borderline frozen
section diagnosis as malignant can be expected. However,
definitive histopathological result of benign frozen section
diagnosis as malignant is the most unwilling result.
In our study, inadequate and inappropriate tissue
sampling during operation and frozen section due to huge
tumours, and limited number of sections and for the
pathologist to be poorly — informed about clinical features of
the patient and findings during operation were the reasons for
the cases with benign frozen but borderline paraffin-block
results and borderline frozen but malignant paraffin-block
results. In addition to these, difficulties during evaluation of
the histopathological features especially for malignant
mesenchymal tumour, signet ring cell carcinoma of stomach
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(Kruckenberg tumour) and granulosa cell tumours (two cases)
were the reasons for misdiagnosis for the cases that had benign
frozen but malignant paraffin-block results in our study. The
experience of the pathologist also affected our results.

For the diagnosis of borderline tumours, sensitivity was
higher (77.8%) in the present study than that in previous studies
(44-64%).16-19 This may be explained by the lower number of
borderline tumours and the poor positive predictive value. When
borderline tumours are compared with malignant tumours, the
sensitivity of the test is higher; however, the positive predictive
value is lower in borderline than in malignant tumours.

Misdiagnosis of borderline tumours may be related to
several factors: tumour size, histologic type, and pathologist's
experience. Geomini et al. found that the likelihood ratio of a
benign frozen-section diagnosis in the presence of
malignancy was higher when the tumour size was larger than
10 cm.20 Additionally, Tempfer et al. reported tumour size as
a sole predictive factor in the underdiagnosis of borderline
tumours.12 Conversely, in one study, a tumour size of less
than 10 cm was found to be a predictor of misdiagnosis in
borderline tumours.21 In that study, Brun et al. found that
tumour size and mucinous type were the main factors
associated with misdiagnosis of borderline tumours.

The larger tumour size and multilocular pattern of
mucinous tumours is reported to have a negative effect on
the accuracy of frozen-section diagnosis.2-4,8,18,22-23
Mucinous tumours can comprise benign, borderline, and
malignant components simultaneously. Multivariate analysis
found that the mucinous type was the only independent
factor in the misdiagnosis of borderline neoplasms.17 Some
authors have suggested that underdiagnosis was due to
sampling errors, and they advised using greater numbers of
frozen sections to minimise the underdiagnosis of tumours,
recommending one section per 10 cm of the mass.4,24 Some
recent studies have indicated that after sampling errors, the
absence of an expert pathologist is responsible for the
misdiagnosis of tumours.21,22 In contrast to these studies,
however, Menzin et al. found no correlation between
pathologist and frozen-section misdiagnoses.25 In addition,
pathologists should be informed about tumour status,
peritoneal implants, and the contralateral ovary. Because of
this, some surgeons prefer the term "intra-operative
consultation" to "frozen-section examination."10

Conclusion

Frozen-section examination is a method with
adequate sensitivity and specificity. It has low false-positive
and -negative rates. It can be safely used to guide the
intraoperative management of ovarian masses.
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